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Abstract - The optimal topology design is defined as an optimization problem of material distribution. The material 

densities of finite elements serve as variables and the maximum stiffness is defined as the objective function. The 
uncertainties of loading are considered. The uncertainties are declared using the truncated Gaussian distribution as a 
statistical distribution function.The Monte Carlo simulation is applied. The probability analysis demands essentially a 
repetitive solution.The optimization procedures also generally use repeated numerical procedures with parameter 
changes.The contribution proposes topology optimization guided by the probability procedure. All analyses were performed 
in ANSYS.Generally, the obtained results are robust and usable in practice. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The aim of the engineer design is a structure which 

optimally satisfies all technical, economical and 

manufacturing requirements.Over the last decades the 

optimization methods have supported the structural 
design. The structural optimization can be 

distinguished into three levels:dimension 

optimization, shape optimizationand topology 

optimization (includes material optimization). Order 

of the levels reflects the historical development. The 

reverse order corresponds with the sequence applied 

in practice-oriented design. The optimization methods 

serve as a tool to minimize or maximize the objective 

function(s) satisfying the prescribed constraints of the 

structure.  

The optimization is generally an iterative process. 

The appropriate optimization method depends on 
mathematical properties of the objective and 

constraint functions.The evolutionary algorithms (e.g. 

GA - genetic algorithm [1]), do not need any special 

properties of objective functions. This is the 

advantage. The disadvantage is that optimization 

process is more expensive. The powerful hardware 

enables successful use of evolutionary procedures in 

the last years. Topology optimization of structures is 

a relatively new field of research. The concept for 

topology optimization was proposed by M.P. 

Bendsøe and N. Kikuchi in 1988 [2]. Key works in 
the short history of the structural topology 

optimization have been done by O. Sigmund [3],M.P. 

Bendsøe [4]. 

The best overview of the topology optimization can 

be found in the papers of G.I.N. Rozvany [5], H.A. 

Eschenauer and N. Olhoff [6] and in the books from 

M.P. Bendsøe and O. Sigmund [4] and[7]. The 

interest in structural topology design of scientific 

community was great from the beginning and persists 

to this day.Most of the problems of the optimal 

topology were solved in linear statics.The results of 

the topology optimization are comparable with results 

of engineers after centuries of experience. In thenew 

types of structures with special loading cases the 

experience of engineersoften absents. This is the 

reason to use the topology optimization of the 

structure.  

The practice requires robust design of structures due 
to uncertainties of the loading and boundary 

conditions.The paper combines recent advances of 

material-based topology optimization and design 

optimization under loading uncertainties. 

 

II. STRUCTURAL TOPOLOGY 

OPTIMIZATION IN STATICS UNDER LOAD 

UNCERTAINTIES 

 

The topologyis defined on the basis of the material 

distribution in elements of the structure with help of 

density variable. The structural model is created on 
the base of finite element method.The initial design 

of the structure starts from the equably distributed 

mass in admitted area. The objective is the maximum 

structural stiffness.  

The constraints are subjected to densities, boundary 

conditions and loading. The optimal topology design 

is defined as an optimization problem. The 

optimization procedure applies the genetic algorithm. 

The deterministic approach of selected input loading 

results in the image of optimal topology distribution. 

The uncertainties of loading are considered. The 
uncertainties are declared using the truncated 

Gaussian distribution as a statistical distribution 

function.The Monte Carlo simulation is applied. The 

contribution proposes topology optimization guided 

by the probability procedure.  The probability 

procedure repeats the deterministic solutions and the 

results: the „deterministic“ topology images are used. 

The results of simulations: the topology images are 

collected in the database. The combination of 

weighted images leads to the final topology. The 

weights are defined in dependence on theuncertain 

distributions of input. 
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2.1. The Topology Problem Definition 

The topology problem definition in statics is as 
follows: Optimization problem formulation for 

maximum stiffness (= min compliance): 
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with  density, V volume, K stiffness matrix of the 

structure, Ke
 global stiffness matrix of element e, u  

displacements, f  loading-forces, with stochastic 

loading     f fj j jd   (6)where 

jd  is Gauss deviation. 

 

III. RESULTS  
 

All the analyses were performed in ANSYS[8], [9]. 

The maximum stiffness is the objective in all 

examples. The examples presented in following 

figures wereanalyzed by E. Kapetanovic  [10]and P. 

Rosko [11].In all figures of optimal solution the red 

colour represents material of high density, yellow and  

green indicate lower densities and finally blue colour 

means void.  

 

Fig.1. Bridge: Initial structure: down 3 supports, 

top uniformly distributed load.  

 

Fig.2. Bridge: Optimal material distribution – max. stiffness. 

 

The first example (Bridge) presents in Fig.1 and Fig.2 
the optimal topology of structure under uniform 

loading over the top with constant intensity. In 

probabilistic analysis the value of intensity is defined 
with help of Gaussian distribution function. The 

following Cantilever exampleshown in Fig.3 and 

Fig.4 consider the Gaussian distribution of the 

vertical load. 

 

 
Fig.3. Cantilever: Initial structure: left supported, 

down: vertical load distribution. 

 

 
Fig.4. Cantilever: Optimal material distribution  

– max. stiffness. 

 

The example with 3 openings and 3 supports (see 

Fig.5 and Fig.6) presents the optimal topology of 

structure under uniform loading over the top with 
constant intensity. In probabilistic analysis the value 

of intensity is defined with help of Gaussian 

distribution function. 

 

 
Fig.5. : Initial structure with 3 openings: down 3 supports, top 

uniformly distributed vertical load. 

 

 
Fig.6. : Structure with 3 openings - max stiffness.  
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The material density optimization of the roof plate 

with line supportsis presented in Fig.7 and Fig.8. The 
intensity of the loading over the plate is constant. In 

probabilistic analysis the value of intensity is defined 

with help of Gaussian distribution function. 

 

 
Fig.7. Initial structure: Roof plate with line supports – plane 

view, top uniformly distributed vertical load. 

 

 
Fig.8. : Plate with line supports: Optimal material distribution 

– max stiffness. 

 

The example with 2 openings,2 supports 

andhorizontal alternate single forces(see Fig.9 and 
Fig.10) presents the optimal topology of structure. In 

probabilistic analysis the value of force intensity is  

defined with help of Gaussian distribution function. 

 
Fig.9.Initial structure with 2openings: down 2 supports, top 

horizontal alternate single forces.  

 

 
Fig.10. : Strucure with 2 openings:  

Optimal material distribution – max stiffness.  
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The connection of optimization procedure and 

probabilistic procedure is introduced in optimal 

topology design of structures in statics. The method 

of weighted images is presented in the examples. 
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